Directions: Create a PowerPoint presentation of your favorite Sports team. Your PowerPoint will have seven (7) slides on it. The first slide will be a Title Slide with the author’s name. The second slide will be an outline slide telling us what is in the presentation. The third through seventh slide will cover the sports team, city in which the team plays, and the field or stadium the team plays in.

Save the presentation as Sports.pptx in your OneDrive Cloud folder.

★ Print out the presentation as a 4 Slide Horizontal Handout in Landscape Orientation. ★

Slide #1
Choose the “Title Slide” style.
The title should be Your favorite Sports Team or a Sports Team (Ex. Chicago Bears, New York Knicks, Los Angeles Galaxy, etc.)
Type your name in the sub-title field
Make the background the color of your choice other than white. MAKE SURE THAT THE TEXT IS READABLE! Apply this color to the rest of your slides.

Slide #2
Insert a second slide of type “Title and Content”.
In the title field type your sports team.
In the text field, type the following lines type what the slides will be about:
• the city your team plays (slide 3)
• the stadium or field the team plays on (slide 4)
• the opponents that your team plays during their 2015 or 2016 season (slide 5)
• give a brief description of the team in your OWN WORDS. (slide 6)
• who is your favorite player (slide 7)

Apply a Custom Animation to the slide field.
Apply the Effect or the Slide transition of your choice.

Slides #3 Through #7
Insert a slide for slides three through four of the type “Blank”
Use text boxes and pictures from the Internet to apply to your slide with the information on the team.